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hk + np studio introduces the infinity series earrings
and clover series cuff links for fall/winter 2015
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, November 25, 2015 – Following the successful release of their infinity series pendant
and clover series earrings, hk+np studio has launched their fall/winter 2015 season with their matching infinity earrings
and clover series cuff links.
The Infinity series earrings and clover series cuff links are intricately cast in sterling silver with a tarnish free rhodium
finish and come in either mirror or matte finish. The infinity earrings retail for $350, and the clover cuff links retail for $330.
hk+np jewelry can be purchased on-line or in select locations across Canada, in the US, and Japan. For more information
visit: www.hkplusnp.com.
Hk+np studio’s jewelry designs evolve from sketches to computer and plastic models, and finally land in the hands of the
skilled silversmith where they are carefully cast and polished. With an emphasis on design, detail, and craftsmanship, the
designs of hk+np studio establish a unique expression in contemporary jewelry. Designed in Vancouver / Hand Crafted in
Japan.

“the horizon beyond” The infinity series arose while gazing over English Bay towards the horizon. The horizon extends
beyond the bounds of imagination, as limitless as the night sky.
“To live in clover” A fond memory of our childhood was to visit the park in search of the elusive and lucky four leaf clover.
This memory reminds us of a more carefree time in our lives which we capture in our new clover series. This series will
hopefully also make you feel youthful, lucky, and care free!
About hk+np studio:
hk+np studio is the coming together of two entrepreneurial architects who are applying their design skills to the creation
of understated and timeless jewelry pieces. Inspired by their architectural experiences on the West Coast and with an
unfailing eye for quality and detail, they produce jewelry that’s exquisitely designed and made. hk+np jewelry can be purchased in select locations across Canada, in the US, Spain, and Japan. For more information visit: www.hkplusnp.com

